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FOREWORD

1. This Military Standard has been approved for U.SCby all Departments and Agencies of the
Department of Defense.

2. Beneficial comments (recommendations, additions, deletions) and any pertinent data which
may be of use in improving this document should be addressed [o Commander, U.S. Army Missile
Command, AlTN: AMSMI-RD-SE-TD-ST, Redstone Arsenaf, AL 35898-5270 by using the
Standardization Document Improvement Proposal (DD Form 1426) appearing at the end of this
document or by letter.

3. This military standard consolidates definitions contained in human factors (HFAC)
standardization documents. The goal is to reduce or eliminate overlap, duplication, and conflict. As
HFAC documents are revised, they should cite this standard fordefinitionsandtherebyaccomplish
thisstandardsobjectivesandreducethe length of the definitions sections. a

4. This standard has not adopted or modified definitions of human factors terms from non-
HFAC documents other than FED-STD- 1037, where applicable. Definitions from such sources will .

be evaluated forinclusionin the first and later revisions. Non-human factors terms have been adopted
from MIL-STD-280 since they are used very frequently in HFAC documents that, typically, have
cited or been in harmony with MIL-STD280.
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I 1.SCOPE
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1.1 -. Thisstandard defines terms frequently used in human factors standardization
! documents by providing common meanings of such terms to ensure that theywillbeinterpreted
I consistentlyandinthemannerintended.
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2.1

MIL-STD- 1908

APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

2.1.1 ~oec ifications. sta dards. and handboo ks. The following specifications, standards, and
handbooks form a part of thisndocument to the extent specified herein. Unless otherwise specified,
the issues of these documents are those listed in the issue of the Department of Defense Index of
Specifications and Standards (DODISS) and supplements thereto, cited in the solicitation (see 6.2)

STANDARDS

FEDERAL

FED-STD-376

MfLITARY

MIL-STD-280 -

MIL-STD- 1333
MIL-S’tD1388-l :
MIL-STD-1388-2
MIL-STD-1474 -
MIL-STD-1621 -
MIL-STD-1815 -

PreferredMetricUnitsforGeneralUse by theFederal
Government

DefinitionofItemLevels,ItemExchangeability,Models,
andRelatedTerms
AircrewStationGeometryforMilitaryAircraft
LogisticSupportAnalysis
LogisticSupportAnalysisRecord,DoD Requirements for a
Noise LimiLsfor Military Materiel
Acoustical and Vibrational Standard Reference flrantities
ADA ProgrammingLanguage

.,

(Unless otherwise indicated, copies of federal and military specifications, standards, and
handbooks are available from the Standardization Documents Order Desk, Building 4D, 700
Robbins Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19111-5094.)

2.2 ~ Iicat’on$The following documents form a part of this document to
the extent specified herein. Unless otherwise specified, the issues of the doccrmenLswhich are DoD
adopted are those listed in the issue of the DODISS cited in the solicitation. Unless otherwise
specitied, the issues of documents not listed in the DODISS are the issues of the documents cited in
the solicitation (see 6.2)

AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARDS INSTITUTE (ANSI)

ANSI S1.4 - Sound Level Meters, Specification for.(ASA 47)
ANSI S1.6 - Preferred Frequencies, Frequency Levels, and Band Numbers for

Acoustical Measurements (ASA 53)
ANSI S3.5 - Calculation of the Articulation Index, Methods for
ANSI X3.4 - Information Systems, Coded Character Sets -7 Bit American

National Standard Code for Information Exchange (7 Bit ASCII)

(Application for copies of ANSI S1.4 and S1.6 (ASA 47 and 53) should be addressed to
Professional Book Distributors, Inc., ASA Standards Distribution Center, 1650 Bluegrass Lake
Parkway, P.O. Box 6996, Alpharetta, GA 30239-6996. Application for copies of other ANSI
standards should be addressed to the American National Standards Institute, Inc., 11 West 42nd
Street, New York, NY 10036.)

e
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AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTfNG AND MATERfALS (ASTM)

ASTM E 380 - StandardPracticefor the Use of the International System of Units
(S1)(dre ModemtizedMetric System)

(Application forcopiesshouldbeaddressedtotheAmericanSocietyforTestingandMaterials,
1916Race Street,Philadelphia,PA 19103-1187.)

11

11

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR STANDARDIZATION (fSO)

1S0 226 Acoustics - Normal Equal-Loudness Level Contours.

(Application for copies should be addressed to the American National Standards Institute, Inc.,
West 42nd Street, New York, NY 10036.)

COMMISSION 1NTERNATIONALE DE LECLAIRAGE (CIE)

CIE 1931 Chromaticity Space
CIE 1976 - Uniform Chromaticity Scale (UCS)

(Application for copies should be addressed to the American National Standards Institute, Inc.,
West 42nd Street, New York, NY 10036.)

(Non-Govcmmcnt standards and other publications are norrnafly available from the
organizations that prepare or distribute the dncunlcnLs. These documents also may be available in or
through librmies or other information scx’vices.)

2.3 Order of mecedencc. In the event of a conflict between the text of this document and the
references cited herein, the text of this dmxrment takes precedence. Nothing in this document,
however, supersedes applicable laws and regulations unless a specific exemption has been obtained.

3
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3. DEFINITIONS @

NOTE: Each term is rm-numbered, but appears alphabetically, in bold face, followed by one or
more annotations, in italics, of the application(s) to which the definition was created to support.
The definitions do not necessarily apply to orher applications. Annotations are used as follows:

gen

uci

snv

dsi

w

General human engineering applications.

User/computer interface or interaction. Applies to terms that have specific meaning
when used in the context of user-computer interaction or supporting human engineering
application of computers

Sound, noise, vibration. Applies to materiel design standards for acoustics and
vibration, gemrane to maximum limits for exposure to steady-state or impulse noise,
aural non-detectability, or habitability.

Display symbol irrfbrrrwtion. Applies to design criteria and standards for symbolic and
alphanumeric information used on electronically and optically generated displays--
primarily airborne displays. Dees not include quathies that affect legibility, such as
resolution, brightness, uniformity, contrast, ticker, noise, minimum line movement, or
color, that may appear as gen or uci definitions.

Acquisition. Includes (a) human engineering tasking requirements and guidelines, (b)
non-human factors acquisition terms frequently used to express programmatic human
factors previsions, and (c) equipment terms used to express human engineering
programmatic, design, and test provisions.

@
A term having more than one definition is listed separately for each application-dependent
definition. A term used by several or all applications is designated as gen. Terms for sub-
definitions are underlined and presented in alphabetical order under the major term to which they
apply.

A-duration (pressure wave duration) snv. The time required for the pressure to rise to
its principal positive peak and return momentarilyy to ambient pressure (see F]gure 1).

A-weighted sound level (dBA) snv. Sound pressure level (in decibels) measured using
a sound level meter with an A-weighting network. The A-weighted response is maximum at 2500
Hz and drops rapidly as frequency decreases below 1000 Hz and gradually decreases above 4000
Hz, thereby approximating the frequency dependent human response to moderate sound levels.
See ANSI S 1.4 for definition of A-weighting filter characteristics.

Abort uci. A capability that cancels all user entries in a defined transaction sequence.

Accessible gen. An item is considered accessible when it can be operated, manipulated,
removed, or replaced by the suitably clothed and equipped user with applicable body dimensions
conforming to the anthropometric range and databaw specified by the procuring activity or if not
specified by the procuring activity, with applicable 5th to 95th percentile body dimensions.
Applicable body dimensions are those dimensions which are design-criticaf to the operation,
manipulation, removal, or replacement task.
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Acquisition phases ucq:

Phase 0- Conceot extioration and definition. An early acquisition effort undertaken to eexplore various materiel alternatives to satisfy a documented mission need, define the most
promising system concept(s), develop supporting analyses and information to include identifying
high risk areas and risk management approaches to satisfy the Milestone I (Concept Demonstration
Approval) decision, and develop a proposed acquisition strategy and initial program objectives for
cost, schedule, and performance for the most promising system concepts. Competitive, parallel,
shofi-terrn studies by the Government and/or industry are normally used during this phase.

a e emonsfration and validation. The acquisition phase undertaken to better definePhs I-D
critical design characteristics and expected capabilities of the system concept(s), demonstrate that
the technologies critical to the most promising concept(s) can be incorporated into system design(s)
with confidence, provide that the processes critical to the most promising system concept(s) are
understood and attainable, develop the analyscshrfor-mation needed to support a Milestone 11
(Development Approval) decision, and establish proposed development baseline containing refined
program cost, schedule, and performance objectives for the most promising design approach.

Phase II - Erwineenrw and manufactunrm develorrment. The acquisition phase undertaken to
translate the most promising design approach developed in Demonstration and Validation into a
stable, producible, and cost effective system design; vatidate the manufacturing or production
process; and demonstrate through testing that the system capabilities meet contract specification
requirements, satisfy the mission need, and meet minimum acceptable operational performance
requiremerms.

Phase 111-Production and Deriovment. The acquisition phase undertaken to establish a
stable, efficient production and support base, achieve an operational capability that satisfies the
mission need, and conduct follow-on operational and production verification testing to conl-m and
monitor p.xformancc and quatity and vwify [hc cw-rccrionof deiiciencics. a

Phase Iv OD erations and SUDDOr~. The acquisition phase undertaken to ensure that the
tleldcd system continues to provide tbc capabilities required to meet the identified mission need and
identify shoflcomings or deficiencies that must be corrected to improve perforrnancc. This phase
overlaps Production and Deployment and begins after initial systems have bum fielded.

Action uci. The process of changing the present state of the system (that is, processing data,
carrying out a command).

Ada@ uci The official, high-level computer language of DoD for embedded-computer, real-
time applications as delined in MIL-STD-lfl 15. Note: Ada@ is a mgistercd trademark of the U.S.
Government (Ada Joint Program Office).

Advisory Signal gerr. A signal to indicate safe or normal configuration, condition of
performance, operation of essential equipment, or to attract attention and impart information for
routine action purposes.

Aided communication srw. Electrically or electronically enhanced, real-lime, analog or
digital voice communications. In aircraft systems, the communication parIs inchsdc intra-aircraft,
inter-aircraft, and aircraft-to-ground links.

Aircraft pre-ffight inspection ,gen. Checking the aircraft prior to each tlight for flight
preparedness by performing visual cxarrrinations and operational tests to discover dcfecrs and
mafadjustmcnts which, if not corrccfed, could aversely affect safety or mission accomplishment.
Also includes a check to dctcmrinc that the aircrtit has bccrrproperly serviced for the next flight.

@

6
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●
Alpha gerr/uci. A descriptive term used to define a character set containing the letters of an

ethnic alphabet, and generally punctuation marks.

Alphanumeric getiuci. A descriptive term used to define a character set containing the leuers
of an ethnic alphabet, the digits @ (ZERO) through 9, and generally special symbols and
punctuation marks.

Angle of incidence gen. The angle between the line of direction of anything (as a ray of
light or line of sight) striking a surface and a tine pcrpendicukrr to that surface drawn to the point of
contact. See Figure 2.

.

ANGLE OF
INcIDENcE

INCIDENT LINE

FIGURE 2. Anale of Incidence

Anthropometric dimensions gen. Measured dimensions that describe the size and shape
of the human body. These dimensions are often presented in the form of summary statistics that
describe the range of body dimensions that are observed in a population.

Articulation index (AI) wrv. A weighted number rc!presendng, for a given set of speech
and noise conditions, the effective proportion of the normal speech signat that is available to a
listener for conveying speech intelligibility. AI is computed from acoustical measurements (or
estimates) of the speech spectrum and of the effective masking spectrum, and is defined on a scale
of Oto 1.0. See ANSI S3.5. (Also see “Speech intelligibility,”)

ASCII uci. Acronym for “American Standard Code for Infom]ation Interchange. The
standard code, using a coded character set consisting of 7-bit coded characters (8 bits including
parity check), used for information interchange among data processing systems, data
communications systems, and associated equipment.. Note: The ASCII set consists of control
characters and graphic characters and is properly an afphabel and not a code. It is the U.S
implementation of Infernationaf Alphabet No 5 (IA No. 5) as specified in International Telegraph
and Telephone Committee (CCf’IT) Recommendation V.3.

Assembly acq. A number of parts or subassemblies or any combination thereof joined
together to perform a specific function and capable of disassembly. (Examples, Power-shovel
front fan assembly, audio frequency amplifier.) Note: The distinction berween an assembly and o
subassembly is determined by the individual application. An assembly in one instance rrurybe a
subo.rsenrbly in another where it forms a portion of an assembly.

7
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Attenuating helmets or headsets wrv. Hearing protectors that provide the wearer with
electronic communications.

@
Aural nondetectability distance srrv. The distance at which, for given conditions, the

one-third octave-band pressure levels of a noise source at a listener’s location are below both the
sound level of a quiet environment and average hearing in all one-third octave bands. For a more
detailed explanation and examples, see MIL-ST’D 1474.

Average hearing mu. The binaural free-field hearing threshold of normal ears for steady-
state noise, given in 1S0 226.

B-duration (pressure envelope duration) mu. The duration of the primary portion of
an impulse noise plus the dumtion of significant subsequent fluctuations. Tbesc durations are
considered to be the lime interval during which the envelope of pressure fluctuations [positive and
negative] is within 20 dB of the peak pressure level. Significant subsequent pressure fluctuations
are those whose summed duration is greater than 107. of the duration of the primary portion. The
primary portion of an impulse noise is the period of time followed by a level that remains 20 dB
below the peak pressure level for a significant duration. For a more detailed explanation and
examples, see MIL-STD- 1474.

Backup uci. A capability that returns a user to the last previous display, field, or character in
a defined transaction sequence. Also refers to preserving a second copy of files for data protection
purposes.

Band snv. A continuous spread of frequencies. In communications, the frequency spectrum
between two defined limits.

Band level snv. The level of the sound or vibration contained within a particular band.
e

Band-center frequency (fc) (geometric) snv. The mid-band frequency is tbc gcumetric
mean between the band edge frequencies of a band. The geometric mean is the square root of tbc
product of the band edge frequencies (see “band-edge frequencies, filter”), fc = (ft x fz)tfl.

Band-edge frequencies, filter snv. The upper (f2) and lower (ft ) frcquencics, above and
below the frequency of maximum response of a filter, at which the response to a sinusoidal signaJ
is 3 dB below the maximum response.

Bandwidth, filter snv. The difference between ft and fz (see “band-edge frequencies,
filter”). This difference may be expressed in Hz, as a percentage of the mid-band frequency, or as
the interval between the band-edge frequencies, in terms of ocmves or parts thereof, such as one-
thlrd or one-fifteenth.

Basic item acq. A term used to distinguish an end item of equipment from individual
components, assemblies, subassemblies, and parts; e.g., overhaul of the basic item weapon
system (AH-64 helicopter air frame including components repaired while on the air frame) versus
overhaul of engines, accessories and components, and assemblies which have hccn removed from
the basic item and overhauled to meet established supply rcquiremcnfs for the AH-64 helicopter.

Biomedical getiacq. The clcmcnt including every area that requires provisions for the
promotion of health and safety and in particular the protection, sustenance, escape, survival and
recovery of personnel employed within the total system environment. This support is provided for
operations, maintenance and supporl personnel under both normal and emergency conditions. It
also includes heatth protection from conditions resulting from system functioning forpersonnel
who arenotincludedinthetotalsystem complex, but who will be affected by the system. @

8
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Bit (binary digit) uci. 1. A characterusedtorepresentone of the two digits in the
numeration system with a base of two, each digit representing one of two, and only two, possible
states of a physical entity or system. 2, In binary notation, either of the characters Oor 1. 3. A
unit of information equal to one binary decision or the designation of one of two possible and
equally likely states of anything used to store or convey information.

Blank uci. The space character (ASCII20 (hexadecimal))

C-weighted sound level (dBC) snu. Sound pressure level (in decibels) measured using a
sound level meter with a C-weighting network, It is generally used to limit Orelow and high
frequency response of the instrument so that the instrument will not respond to signals outside
the human hearing frequency range at high sound levels. See ANSI S1.4 for definition of C-
weighting filters.

Cancel uci. A capability that regenerates or re-initiahzes the current display without
processing or retaining any changes made by the user, Cancel usuafly means omitting only the
action of the last command.

Category uci. A grouping of data values along a dimension for operational purposes. Fo!
example, an air traffic controller might be instructed to implement the same procedures for all
aircraft with speeds in the category of 600 to 800 knots. (Afso see “Value.”)

Caution signal Awrr.A signal which alerts the operator to an impending dangerous condition
requiring attention, but not ncmssarily immediate action. (See “Master caution [warning] signal”).

Channel uci. A path along which signals can be sent, e.g.. data channel, output channel.

Chemical warfare agent gerr. A chemical agent in a solid, liquid, or gas which produces
lethal or damaging effects on man, animals, plains, or materials, or negatively affects their
performance.

Chromaticity coordinates gen. A three coordinate system for specifying chromaticity.
The chromaticity coordinates can be inlcrprcted as the fmction of the red primacy, the fraction of
the green primary and the fraction of the frhrcprimary needed in a mixture of the primaries that
matches the given color. (See CIE 1931, and CIE 1976.)

Clo unit gtw. The measurcrm.mtunit of the insulation value provided by clothing and defined
machcmatically as: F/(BTU/br)(ft2 of body area). One CIOunit is that amount of insulation
required to keep a nude sedentary man comfortable at 70~F, 50% relative humidity in a normally
vented room,

Coding gen. Use of a systcm of symbols, shapes, colors or other variable sensory stimuli to
rcpresenl specific information.

Coding characteristics dsi. Readilyidentifiableattributescommonly associatedwitha
symbol by means of which such symbols arc diffcrcntiatcd; e.g., size, shape, color.

Command uci. Thatpartofacomputerinshuctionword that spccilles the operation to be
performed.

Command and control system. acq The facilities, equipment, communications,
procedures, and personnel essential to a commander for planning, directing, and controlling
opemtions of assigned forces pursuant to lhc missions assigned.

9
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Command and controlsystemequipment acq. The main mission element, equipment
and related ground equipment used in collecting, transmitting, processing, and displaying @
information for command and control.

Command entry uci. A single command that causes a computer to perform a series of steps.

Command information dsi. Displayed information directing a control action.

Command language uci. A type of dialogue in which a user composes control entries.

Common hand tool acq. A tool found in common usage or applicable to a variety of
operations or to a single operation on a variety of material. Screwdrivers. hammers, and wrenches
are examples of common hand tools.

Common part acq. A part or component which is generic because (a) equivalent parts are
:

available from more than one manufacturer and (b) it is not designed or intended for exclusive use
in or by a single system or piece of equipment.

Common tool acq. A tool, routinely found in the tool supply of maintenance organizations
for a similar class of system or equipment, which is generic because it is available from more than
one manufacturer, and is not designed or intended for exclusive use on or with a single system or
piece of equipment.

Components acq. Those constituent materials, parts, assemblies, and subassemblies that
make up a piece of equipment or a unit. (Also see’’Unit.”)

Compound number uci. A quantity involving different units of measure, for example, 3
feet 4 inches or 10 pounds 5 ounces. a

Compound mount snv. A three element holding or support device consisting of an
intermediate mass contained between resilient elements used for protection of a supported device
from vibration or acceleration. Also called a two stage mount.

Confirm acq. When used relative to test and evaluation, “confirm” implies a qualitative test
tfrat requires comparison of test results to an applicable requirement(s) (See “Demonstration”).

Context definition uci. Displaying an indication of previous user actions or computer
processing that will affect the results of current actions to help a user predict how the system will
respond.

Contrast gen. See “Luminance contrast.”

Contrast ratio gem (Sometimes called brightness ratio). The measured luminance at one
point divided by the measured luminance at another, equal to LT/LB,(Ls + LB)/LB, or 1 + Ls/LB,
where:

LT = total luminance, or luminance of the image in the presence of background;
LS = luminance of the symbol without background (luminance emitted by CRT in the case of

CRT displays, sometimes called trace brightness); and
LB= luminance of background.

Contrast ratio, rather than contrast, is often specified by display manufacturers, because it is
numerically larger (by one) than contrast.

10
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Control gem A mechanism used to regulate or guide the operation of a machine, equipment
component, subsystem, or system.

Control character uci. A character whose occurrence in a particular context specifies a
control function. A control character may be recorded for use in a subsequent action. A control
character is not a graphic character but may have a graphic representation in some circumstances.
(Control characters are intended to be interpreted by machines rather tfranhuman beings; therefore,
they are normally non-printing characters. In the Military Standard Code for Information
Interchange (MSCII) code vablethey cornprisc columns 0 and 1.)

Control entry uci, User inpul of data for computer processing/sequence control (e.g:,
function key actuation, menu selection, command entry) whereby the character or symbol and a
control key are jointly activated, requiring computer responses to such inputs.

Control mode uci. The condition of the keyboard when the control (CTL) is depressed. In
this mode the alpha keys, which are also labelled with a control character, generate rJratassociated
control characler.

Controller uci. Any device used to position the cursor on the computer monitor screen.
(Examples arc: mouse, joystick, cursor keys, light pen, touch screen, track ball.)

Criticaf display gen. A display required for mission success.

Critical fusion frequency (CFF) gen. The threshold frequency of a flickering light
stimulus at which the light intensity changes can ne longer be detected.

Crfticaf task acq. A task requiring human performance which, if not accomplished in
accordance with system requirements, will most likely have adverse effects on cost, system
reliability, efficiency, cffcctivcrmss, or safety. Critical performance is usuafly part of a single line
or flow in the-operation or maintenance cycle of the system. An example of a single line of flow
involving human Pcrfomlance is the transmissi~mof a message which must be passed for
operations or maintcrrance cycles to commcncc or to continue, such as an order to prepare a missile
for launching. If this order is not passed, or if it is garbled, the entire missile operation cycle may
cetme to function as required. A task is also considered critical whenever equipment design
characteristics dwnand human Perfomlancc which approaches the limits of human capabilities
(e.g., human performance functions and tasks am too demanding, information presented to
personnel is inadequate to meet human performance requiremcn~, appropriate information
displayed is not perceived, or controls provided cannot be effectively operated) and thereby
significantly contributes to the occurrence of one or more of the following conditions, but not
neces.mrily limited thereto:

a. Jeopardimd perfomumce of an authorized mission

b. Dcgradatiun of the circular error pr(tmbility (CEP) to an unacceptable level.

c. Delay of a mission beyond acccptahlc time limits; e.g., human cimc to react will not meet
required system reaction time.

d. Improper opemtion rcscrking in a systcm’’’’nmgo,“ inadvertent weapons firing, or failure to
achieve operationat rcadirwss alcrl.

e. The exceeding of predicted times for maintenance personnel and maintenance ground
equipment (MGE) to complek maintenance tasks. As a rule, performance times will be considered
criticaf if the total maintenance response time signitictmtly exceeds maintenance analysis estimates,
and affects MGE quantkativc rcquiremcnLs.

II
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f. Degradation of system equipment belowrefinabilityrequirements;Le.,mean timebetween
failures(MTBF) k reduced.

e

g. The damaging of system equipment, resulting either in a return to a maintenance facility for
majorrepair,orin unacceptable costs, spare requirements, or system downtime.

h. A serious compromise of weapons system security.

i. Injury or illness to personnel.

j. Unacceptable degradation of NBC survivability,

Crftfcaf warning gen. A warning that indicates a condition which, ifnotcorrected,wifl
resultinmissionfailure,equipmentdamage,orpersonalinjury.(See“Warning signaL”)

Cursor uci. A marker on tfredisplay screen that indicates the position where the computer
expects the next input or will display the next output. The cursor may be positioned under
computer control or by the user. (See “Controller.”)

Data uci. The raw materials from which a user extracts information. Data may include
numbers, words, pictures, etc.

Data display uci. Communication of visual, audio, or other output from a computer to its
users.

Data entry uci. User input of data (numeric, textuaf, graphic, or analog) for computer
processing and computer responses to such inputs.

Data field uci. An area of the display screen reserved for user entry of a data item

Data field label uci. An area of the display screen that serves as a prompt for entering a data
item. It usually cannot be changed by a user.

Data item uci. A subunit of descriptive information or vafrreclassified under a data element.
For example, the data element,’’military personnel grade,” contains data items such as “sergeant,”
“captain,” and “colonel.” Sometimes a data item may contain only a single character. Data items
may be entered by a user or may be supplied by the computer.

Data protection uci. Functional capabilities that guard against unauthorized data access, data
tampering, user errors, and computer failure.

Data transmission uci. Message exchange among system users, and also message
exchange with other systems. Transmitted data may inclode numbers, words, pictures, or other
representations of data.

Data validation uci. Functional capabilities that check data errtry items for correct content or
format as defined by software.

dBA mv. The unit used to express sound level measured through the A-weighting network of
a sound level meter. See “A-weighted sound level (dBA).”

dBC snv. The unit used to express sound level measured through the C-weighting network of
a sound level meter. See “C-weighted sound level (dBC).” @

12
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●
dBP snv.The unh used toexpresspeakpressurelevelasmeasuredwitha peak-reading

soond level meter or combination of instruments with equivalent characteristics, without weighting
networks, and with total rise time not exceeding 1/20 of the measured A-duration.

Dead-man control gen. A control which requires a continuous pressure or conracl by the
operator tomaintainmachine,equipmentcomponent,subsystem,orsystemoperation.Such
operation automatically returns to a noncritical state once operator pressure or contact is removed.

Decibel (dB) snv. A unit to expresssoundpressurelevel.The decibel is the unit of Ievel
when the base of the IogwitAmis the tenth root often, and the quantities concerned are
proportional to power. The dB has meaning only when the referenced quantity is known. The
internationally accepted reference pressure in acoustics is 20 micropascals (pPa) which
corresponds to OdB. See “Sound pressure level. ”

Decibel (dB) reference level (OdB) srrv. The level that corresponds to an RMS pressure
of 20 micropascals (LPa) or 20 micronewtons per square meter (LN/m2) or 0.0002 kbar or 0.0002
dynelcm2.

Decontamination gen. Use of chemical sotution or physical processes to absorb, destroy,
neutralize, or remove nuclear, chemical, or biological agents from persons, objects, or areas.

Dedicated key uci. A key which produces one code and is never affected by the position of
either the CTL or SHIFT keys.

De-emphasis mv. The inverse of pre-emphasis, employed to restore origitraf vowel-

●
consonant amplitude relationships in pre-emphasized speech; primarity useful in maintaining the
“natural” sound quality. (See “Pre-emphasis.” )

Default value uci. A predetermined, frequently-used value for a data field or control entry,
intended to reduce required user errtry actions.

Delimiter uci. A character marking the beginning or end of a unit of data.

Demonstrate acq. When used relative to test and evaluation, “demonstrate” implies a
qualitative test that does not require comparison of test results to an applicable requirement(s).
(See “Confirm.”)

Depot level maintenance acq. Maintenance performed on material requiring major
overhaul or a complete rebuild of parts, assemblies, subassemblies, and end items, including the
manufacture of parts, modification, testing, and reclamation as required.

Determine acg. When used relative to test and evaluation, implies a quantitative test that does
not require comparison of test results to an applicable requirement(s). (See “Evaluate.”)

Developmental test and evacuation (DT&E) acq. Test and evaluation performed to (1)
identify potential operational and technological limitations of the alternative concepts and design
options being pursued, (2) support the identification of cost-performance trade-offs, (3) support
the identification and description of design risks, (4) substantiate that contract technical
performance and manufacturing process rcquircmerrts have been achieved, and (5) support the
decision to certify the system ready for operational lest and evaluation.

lo Dialogue (or dialog) uci. A structured series of interchanges between a user and a
computer. Dialogues can be computer initiated, e.g., question and answer, or user initiated, e.g.,
command languages.

I
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Dichotic wrv. The condkion in which the sound stimulus presented at one ear differs from
the sound stimulus presented at the other ear. The stimulus may differ in sound pressure,
frequency, phase, time, duration, bandwidth, or other characteristics.

Dimension uci., A scale or categorization along which data may vary, taking different values
at different times. For example, relevant d~mensionsfor an aircraft might include its heading,
speed, and altitude.

Direction designation uci. User errtry of directional data (azimuth, bearing, heading) on a
display.

Display format uci.. The organization of different types of data in a display, including
information about the data such as labels, and other user guidance, such as prompts of error
messages.

Display framing uci. User control of display coverage by display movement, including
paging, scrolling, offset, and expansion.

Display generation uci. The means of specification of data outputs, either by a user or
automatically by the computer.

Display tailoring uci. Designing displays to meet the specific task needs of a user, rather
than providing a general display which can bc used for many purposes.

Dkplay update uci. Rcgcncration of changed dattt to show current status, by user request or
automatically by the computer.

Duty acq. See “Task analysis. ” @

Effective temperature gen. An empirically determined index which combines into a single
vafuetheeffectoftemperature,humidity,andairrnovcmcnton tbcscn.sationofwarmthorcoldfelt
by thehuman body. The numerical value is that of the temperature of still, saturated air which
would induce an identical sensation.

Eight-hour time-weighted average sound level (TWA) snv. A mcmuremenl of the
employee’s workday noise environment. The TWA is that constant noise Ievcl, in dBA, slow
response, which may cause hearing loss in 8 hours to the same extent as tbc exposure to the actual
workday noise. The workday noise environment rniiy or may not last for %hours, but the TWA is
always computed as if the TWA level was prcserrt for an 8-hour work shift. Implicit in the TWA is
a stipulated exchange rate between sound level and doubling of exposure time.

Q {1—.,O,,() $,(t),~d,
‘A = log,,)2 ()

where: T =
t=

L(t) =
Q=

total w[wkshift time in hours
varying lime
the time varying A-wcighlcd sound pressure Icvcl
cxchangc rate, usually 3,4, 5, or 6 dB.

The TWA vahrc can bc calculated from the following alternate cxpnxsion when tbc sound level
takes on a sequcncc of N constant Icvcls, Ll,each lasting for a tirnc period of C~hours:
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QTWA=85+— log,02 ● loglo(D)

.

N

xCJ
where: D= Tj

i=l

T, = Limiting exposure time at each A-weighted sound pressure level =
&

Li = i~ A-weighted sound pressure level.

The exchange rate must be specified when referring to TWA. Note: WA i$ identical to f.eq8,
utilized by U.S. and international sound and noise standards.

Electroluminescent device (EL) gen. A device that produces light through electrical
excitation of a phosphor.

Electronic attitude director indicator (EADI) gen. The EAD1 is a replacement for the
standard ADI, but with no moving parts other than controls and switches. The EADI presents the
symbols on a display using either a CRT or direct view flat plate technology. Basic symbology
consists of an aircraft symbol; vertical and horizontal direclor indices (when applicable); heading
information; and line, sky-ground color, or shading separation for horizon reference. If desired,
ofher symbols can be generated and displayed by mode se[ccfion, such as instmment landing
system (ILS) window, collective, cyclic and yaw command, airspeed deviation, altitude, flight
path, predicted flight path, range, or other flight data. Specific symbols and formar.scan be

●
selectable for a given mode of operation. Modes may consist of take-off. landing, hover, cruise,
weapon delivery, and off.

Enter uci. An explicit user action that effects computer processing of user entries. For
example, after typing a series of numbers, a user might press an ENTER key that will add them to
a data base, subject to data validation.

Entry uci. See “Dam errtry” or “Control entry.”

Environment gen. The aggregate of all the conditions and influences including physical
location and operating characteristics of surrounding equipment and occupants, including
temperature, humidity, and contaminarrk+or surrounding air; opcmtiorral procedures, acceleration,
shock, vibrdtion, and radiation.

Equipment gen. General term designating any item or group of items
I

Equipment, powered ground (PGE) acq. An assembly of mechanical components
including an internal combustion engine or motor, gas turbine, or steam turbine engine mounted as
a single unit on an integrsd base or chassis. Equipment may pump gases, liquids, or solids; or

I produce compressed, cooled, refrigerated or heaLera~ or generate elecwicity and oxygen.
Examples of this equipmen~ portable cleaners, filters, hydraulic test stands, pumps and we~ders,
air compressors, air conditioners. Term applies primarily to aeronautical systems.

Equipment failure gen. Cessation of the ability to meet the minimum performance
requirements of the equipment specifications. Further, equipment failure shall imply that the
minimum specified performance cannot be restored through permissible readjustment of operator
controls.

II
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Equipment grades snv. Categories of equipment undergoing measurements of airborne
sound measurements of shipboard equipment to classify usage-driven acceptance criteria.
Equipment grades are defined below:

~. Equipment to be instilled in spaces where direct speech communication must be
understood with minimal error and without repetition over a distance of 2 meters (6-1/2 ft) or less.

Grade A12. Equipment to be instafled io spaces where direct speech communication must
be understood with minimal error and without repetition over a distance greater than 2 meters (6-
1/2 ft).

!&d@ Equipment to be placed in spaces where comfort of personnel in their quarters is
the principal consideration.

S&id@ Equipmentto be placed in the sonar room, sickbay, library, or other spaces ~
requiring low sound levels and which are not covered in ofher categories.

GK&D. Rfuiprrrem 10beplaced inspaces where awidancc of hearing IOSSis the prime
consideration and intelligible speech communication is not normafly required,

s2WLE. Equipment to be placed in high sound level areas where voice communication is
accomplished with high vocal effort and where amplified speech and telephones arc normally
available.

Equivalent A-weighted sound level snv. Equivalent A-weighted sound level is the level
equivalent 10the octave-band levels for the equipment being measured. It is not the weighted sum
of the individual cctave-band levels, but an equivalent level based on experience with spectral
shapes of actual shipboard equipment and shipboard spaces. e

Error management uci. Interface design to facilitate the detcclion and correction of user
errors.

Evaluate acq. When used relative to lest and evaluation, “cvatuatc” implies a quantifativc test
that requires comparison of test rcscdts to an applicable rcquircmcnt(s). (See “Dcterrrrine.”)

Facilities acq. A physical pIant, such as real estate and improvements thereto, including
building and equipment, which provides the means for assisting or making easier the performance
of a system function. The Pdcilitiesto which this standard apply arc those in which personnel
perform system operational or maintenance duties.

Fail-safe design gen. Design where a failure will not adversely affect the safe operation of
the system, equipment or facility.

Feedback .gen. Product response (e.g., visual, aural, or tactile) which indicates the extent to
which the operator’s desired effect was accomplished, Feedback can be either intrinsic or
extrinsic. Intrinsic feedback (feel) is that which the indkidcrd senses dlrcctly from the operation of
the control devices (e.g., clicks, detents, rcsistancc, response ratios, stops, control displacement).
Extrinsic feedback is that which is sensed from an extemaf source that indicates the consequences
of the control action (e.g., aural tones, display changes, indicator lights).

Field uci. See “Data Field.”

Field maintenance gerr/acq. Thatmaintenanceauthoriiiedandperformedby designated
maintenanceactivitiesindirectsupportofusingorganizations.Itisnorrnafly limited to
replacement of unserviceable parts, subassemblies, or assemblies.
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a
File rrci. A collcctiorr of ckitalhat is smxf in a computer, trmkxl m a single trrsilby the

npcrating system of the computer.

Focal point ucq. An individual designated as a ccmm[ source of infcrrnmtionor guidance on”
a specific piogrwn or prc~jec[requiring coordinated acdorr fry two or rnorc agcncics. The
dcsign;itimr of a focal p{)in(dces no~relieve any functional area of i~ basic responsibility.

Format uci. See “Displ~y format.”

Form filling uci. A type of dialog in which the compuwr displays forms containing labeled
fields for data entry by a user.

Framing uci. Scc “Display framing.”

Full mission capable (FMC) ocq. A s~alos code meaning that the systcm or equipment
has all syslcrns working which arc nccdcd to perform all of iLsprimary missiturs.

Function J(ci. A c[~l]lp(tler-stlpptlrtcdcapability provided 10users as an aid for [ask
pcrfnnniu]~~.Examples of fonc[ions arc position dcsigrralinn or direction dcsignatimr.

Funr.tion acq. Scc “Task analysis. ”

Function key aci. A key, such as the SHIFr key, which init~atcs or modifies a machine
function, (c.:., effects a con[rol cn(cy, insmrcls the compuler 10perform a step, or scncs of steps)
hut does not gcncmtc or rcprcscnl a codtd character in(heMililaryStandardCode forlnformadon

●
Exclmngc(MSCII).

Graphic characteruci. A characmr. {~lberthan an alphmumcric character, intended to be
written, prinicd or olhcwwiscdisplayed in a l(m~)which can hc read by human beings. In the
MSCII cock!tahlc tfwy comprise cohrmns 2 through 7, including DEL (position 7/15). Note that
a space is considered a graphic charac[ cr.

Government furnished equipment (G FE) mq Equiprncnt furnished by [hc Govcrnmcrrt
which is dcsigrwd into or will o(hcrwisc bccorm! a part(or suhsystcrn) of the lotal syslmn king
.acquircct.

Hard copy uctigen In compo[cr graphics or tclccomrnonications, a pcnnancnt reproduction
of the data displayed or transmiltcd. The reproduction may be on any media suitable for direct use
by a person. Note 1: Tclctypcwritcr pages, continuous primed tapes, facsimile pages, computer
printouts, and radiophoto prints are all examples of hard copy. Note 2: Magnetic tapes or
diskettes or nonprinlcd punched paper tapes arc not hard copy.

Ilead-up display (IIUD) gen. The HUD is a displtiy that projects collimated symbolic
informa[iorr into Lhccrcwmcmbcl-’,st’orwardlkld-of-view. For acrcrnaolical systems, the technique
rcscrlLsin the comhinatiorr of Iligh! control and vwapnn dclivmy information with cxlcmal visual
cucs from the SCCOC!normally viewed through (I1cwindsc)-mr. Specific symbols and formaL$can
bc sclcc(ahk for a givcrr mode 0( opcra~ion. Take-off, Iarrdin!, navigation, hotcr, bob-up, terrain
followirrg/avoidance, sling hmd Llmnsfmrtation,air-twair. and weapon delivery modes may bc
provided Video images may also be displayed, such as [hose from television (TV), forward
looking infrared (FLIR), or scan corrvcrIcdradar, along with symbology.

●
tlearirrg conservation criteria srrv. Noise exposure limits that, when exccedcd, indicate

the need for hearing conservation measures.
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Hearing damage-risk criteria (DRC) wrv. Comprehensive statements about the relation
between various descriptive parameters of the noise exposure (e.g., sound pressure level,
exposure time) and the probability of temporary or permanent hearing loss.

Hearing Protectors snv. Devices, approved by the appropriate military Surgeon General,
designed primarily to reduce the noise reaching the auditory system. They maybe of any type:
earplugs, noise muffs (circumauraf), or attenuating helmets or headsets.

Helmet-mounted display (HMD) gerr. The HMD is a display that projects video imagery,
symbotic arrd/or alphanumeric information on a display medium (e.g., combining glass or visor)
into one or both eyes of the crewmember. In most aeronautical system applications the display
medium is attached to a flight helmet which is a part of a head uacking system. The line of sight of
the helmet is determined by the head tracking system and a designated sensor is slewed in a one-to-
one angular correspondence with this line of sight. The display medium then displays the image
from the designated senso~ television (TV), forward looking infrared (FLIR), or scan converted
radar. Specific symbols and formats can be selectable for a given mode of operation.

Help uci. A capability that displays information upon user request for on-fine guidance
HELP may inform a user generally about system capabilities, or may provide more specific
guidance in data or information handling transactions.

Highlighting uci. Emphasizing displayed data or format features in some way, e.g., through
the use of underlining, holding, or reverse video.

Hooking uci. A task performed by a human operator using a display interactive device (e.g.,
joystick, mouse) to selecddesignate specific display information (e.g., symbols) for further action
or modification.

Horfzontaf situation display (HSD) gen. An HSDis a display which aids the crew
members in navigation. Basicafly, it consists of heading, distance-to-go, bearing-to-destination or
some other navigation facility or reference, track, map, course, aircraft position, and steering error.
Modes may consist of manual, north-up, track-up, data, test, and off. Selection of map scale
factors may also be provided. Navigation update can be accomplished with the proper computer
techniques. The HSD also has the capability of combining symbols with the map information.
Symbols may be used for annotation of the projected map, such as check points, various legs of
the mission, high-risk areas, ground track deviation, and radar homing and threat warning.
Specific modes and formats can be selectable for a given mode of operation.

Hover, in ground effect gen. A condition when the helicopter is motionless with respect
to the ground and the rotor is operating at one rotor diameter height or less above ground leveL

Human engineering gerr. The application of knowledge about human capabilities and
fimitations to system or equipment design and development to achieve efficient, effective, and safe
system performance at minimum cost and manpower, skill, and training demands. Human
engineering assures tlmt the system or equipment design, required human tasks, and work
environment are compatible with the sensory, perceptual, mental, and physical attributes of the
personnel who will operate, maintain, control and support it.

Human engineering design criteria gen. Stated limits on design to achieve the objectives
of human engineering. (See “Human engineering.”)

e

Human factors gen. A body of scientific facts about human characteristics. The term covers
all biomedical and psychosocial considerations; it includes, but is not limited to, principles and
applications in the areas of human engineering, personnel selection,training,lifesupport, job
performance aids, and human performance evacuation.
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Human Factors test and evaluation (HFTE) acq. Part of thesystemtestingeffort
conductedin accordance with approved test plans. HFTE includes all testing directed toward
validation and evaluation of human factors analyses, studies, criteria, decisions, and operational
and maintenance design characteristics, and features. These may include engineering design tests,
model tests, mockup evaluations, demonstrations, and subsystem tests conducted to verify system
level requirements. Human factors rests are a part of system developmental test and evaluation
and operational test and evaluation.

Human performance gen. A measure of human functions and action in a specified
environment, reflecting the ability of actual users and maintainers to meet the system’s performance
standards, including reliability and maintainability, under the conditions in which the system will
be employed.

Illrsminance gem. A measure of the amount of light falling on a surface. The metic. unit for
illuminanceislm/m2,orIux(lightflux).(See“Metricequivalents,abbreviations,andprefixes.”)

Impulse noise snv. A short burst of acoustic energy consisting of either a single impulse or
a series of impulses. The pressure history of a single impulse includes a rapid rise to a peak
pressure, followed by a somewhat slower decay of the pressure envelope to ambient pressure,
both occurring within 1 second. A series of impulses may last longer dran 1 second.

Information uci/gmr Ckganized data that users need to perform their tasks successfully.
Information serves as an answer to a user’squestions about data and implies effective assimilation
of data by a user. Data that have been precesscd and formulated by automated or manual means to
satisfy a knowledge requirement for use by a decision maker.

Information system. gcn. A systmn, whether automated or manual, that comprises
people, machines, andlor methods, organized to collect, process, transmit, and disseminate data
that represent user informati(~n.

Information system KC;. A computer-supported, task-oriented tool designed to help users
perform dctined information handling tasks.

Input uci. (1) The data entered intc a computer for processing, (2) the process of entering data
or (3) pertaining to the devices that enter data. (See “Cnntrol entry” and “Data entry.”)

Integrated Logistics Support (ILS) ucq A disciplined,unified,and iterativeapproachto
themanagemcmtandtechnicalactivhicsnecessarytointegratesupportconsiderationsintosystem
andequipmentdesign;develop support requirements that arc related consistently to readiness
objectives, to design, and to each othcL acquire the required suppow, and provide the required
support during the operational phme at minimum cost.

Intermediate level maintenance ucq Maintcnancc that is normally the responsibility of,
and performed by, designated maintenance activities for direct support of using organizations. Its
phases normally consist of calibrating, repairing, or replacing damaged or unserviceable parts,
components, or assemblies; modification of material, emergency manufacturing of unavailable
parts; and providing technical assistance to using organizations. Intermediate maintenance is
normally accomplished by the using commands in tixed or mobile shops.

Interaction uci. See “Transaction.”

Interface uci, A common boundary between automatic data processing systems or pints of a
single system, or hetwmr the system and a user. (See “User-system interface.”)
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Interrupt uci. Stopping an ongoing transaction in order to redirect the course of the
processing. Examples of interrupt options are ABORT, BACKUP, CANCEL, and RESTART.

@
Job acq. See “Task analysis.”

Joystick uci. A stick type input device with at least two degrees of freedom, typically used as
a locator, such as to control continuous cursor control in any direction on a display screen.

Keyboard uci. An input device used to enter data by manual depression of keys which
causes the generation of the selected code element. That area of the device in which keys
associated with characters are arranged

Keyboard arrangement uci. The positioning of keys with relation to each other and their
association with specific chamcters.

Keyboard classification uci. A categorizationtoindicatetheareaofmachineapplication
.

andthekind of textual traffic for which an arrangement is best suited. Type refers to machine
applicationand Class refers to the kind of tcxtuat tiaftic.

~. The arrangement for keyboard that produces a compound, or encoded, electrical
output for the subsequent indirect control of another device, for example a teletypewriter or a
computer.

m. The arrangement for keyboard that directly controls its associated device, for
example a typewriter.

Ckr&LL. The arrangement for keyboard for that kind of textual traffic that normally has a
high alpha content, for example the usual inter-office correspondence.

a

w. ‘fle amangement for keyboard for that kind of textual traffic that normally has a
high numeric content, for example stock lists or data for problem solving.

Keytop uci. A finger contact member which allows effective operation of the device, also
called a key.

Label uci. A titte or descriptor that helps a user identify displayed data. (See “data field
label.”)

Lesson learned acq. A proven experience of value in the conduct of future programs. It is
normally a conclusion drawn from evaluation of feedback information or from analysis of the
performance resulting from technicat and management functional activities. A lesson learned is
usually recorded and eventually incorporated, where applicable, in regulations, technical manuats,
specifications, standards, or handbooks.

Life support acq. That area of human factors which applies scientific knowledge to items
which require speciaf attention or provisions for health promotion, biomedical aspects of safety,
protection, sustenance, escape, survival, and recovery of personnel.

Light-emitting diode (LED) gen. A pn-junction semiconductor device that emits
incoherent optical radiation when bksed in the forward dkection. Primarily used in place of
incandescent lamps as indicators and in alphanumeric assemblies.

Line replaceable unit (LRU) acq. A component, assembly, or subassembly which is
normrdly removed and replaced as a single unit to correct a deficiency or malfunction. LRUS may a
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t

:0 be composed of shop replaceable units (SRUS) which are generally removed and replaced in a
maintenance shop.

Liquid crystal display (LCD) gen. A segmented,solid state, passive display device
consisting of a liquid crystat material, composed of specialimd molecules, sandwiched between
two conductive plates, at lease one of which is transparent, Transmission of light through the
medium containing the crystals is affected by the orientation of the crystats. When a current is
applied, the Orientation of the crystals, and Oremfore the transmission characteristicsofthe
medmm, arealtered,resultingincontrastbetweenparticular segmenLdpixek and their background.

Locaf tracks dsi, Tracks generated by the co-located sensor(s) upon which the air defense
system relies to acquire targets, e.g., tracks obtained from the system’s own radar.

Logistic Support Analysis (LSA) ucq The selective application of scientific and
engineering efforts undertaken during the acquisition process, as part of the system engineering
and design processes to assist in complying with supportability and other ILS objectives.

Logistic Support Analysis Record (LSAR) ucq ThatportionofLSA documentation
consisting of detailed data pertaining to the identification of logistic support resource requirements
of a systerrrlequiprnent.

Lowercase letters uci. The “small” letters. Letters that are not capitalized,

Luminance gen. The amount of light per unit area emitted or reflected from a surface.
Luminance units are candelas per square meter (foot Lamherts),

● Luminance contrast gen. The contrast between the background and a figure equals the
difference between the higher IIluminamcc(LI) and the lower luminance (L2) divided by the lower
luminance (L2), i.e.,

c_ Lt-Lz
L2

Conversions to the other contrast formulae areas follows:

L2 L& Lt-L2 ~
(bri~~ter)

Q
(dimmer) Lt Lt+L2 L2

100 50 1.0 0.50(50%) ().33 2.0
100 25 3.0 ().75(75%) 0.60 4,0
100 10 9.0 0.90(90%) 0.82 10.0

For dispIay applications L 1is the total luminance of the symbol or image, inchrdhrg any
background or reflected light, as measured in the specified lighting conditions; L2 is the luminance
of the background or dimmer area, measured in the specified lighting conditions, including any
reflected light and any stray display emissions.

Luminance ratio (LR) gers. The ratio of the target, subject, or symbol luminance to the
sumounding field or background luminance. For projection systems, the luminance ratio is equal
to the light output of a projector (measured with no film in the projector) reflected off the screen
(image luminance) divided by all the light fallingon the screen (measured from tbe greatest viewing

●
angle) other than that actually forming the image (nonimage or background), i.e.,

LR = L /Ln, where: L = Image or subject Iumimmcc
Ln = Nonimage or background luminance
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Macro UCL The capabilitytoallow the user to assign a single name or function key to a
defined series of commands forusewithsubsequentcommand entry. Sometimes called “smart
key” or “script.” Examples of use are storage of addresses or signature blocks that are frequently @
used. Usually initiated through use of a function key.

Maintainability, design for gen. Designconsiderationsdirectedtowardachievingthose
combinedcharacteristicsofequipmentandfacilitieswhichwill enable the accomplishment of
necessmy maintenance quickly, safely, accurately, and effectively with minimum requirements for
personnel, skills, special tools, and cost.

Maintenance gen. All actions necessmy for retaining material in (or restoring it to) a
serviceable condition. Maintenance includes servicing, repair, modification, modernization,
overhaul, inspection, condition determination, corrosion control, and initial provisioning of
support items.

Management information system (MIS) uci/ucq. An organized assembly of resources
and procedures required to collect, process, and distribute data for use in decision mahg.

Manpower and personnel requirements ucq. The number of trained personnel required
to operate, maintain and support system equipment in its operational environment. Manpower
refers to the number of people and personnel refers to their skills. Efficient operation of the
system, or piece of eqoipment, depends in part on the proper mix arrd skill level of military and
civilian personnel. Information generated by this element serves as a basis for manpower and
personnel planning and programming decisions and setting related parameters and constraints on
human engineering anafysls and design.

Masked threshold snv, The sound pressure level, in dB, at which a signal becomes
distinguishable from other signals and/or noise.

@

Master caution (warning) signal gen. A signal which indicates that one or more caution
(warning) lights have been actuated. (See “Caution signal” and “Warning signal.”)

Materiel design standard mv, Design standards that provide spccitic noise limits and
other requirements to equipment designers and manufacturers.

Menu selection uci. A type of dialogcrc in which the user selects one item out of a list of
displayed altemarivcs, whether the selection is by pointing, by entry of an associated option code,
or by actuation of an assigned function key.

Message uci. Data that are transmitted from onc computer user to another as a discrete
transaction or data that are displayed to users to aid in performing their tasks. (See “Data
transmission” and “User guidance.”)

Metric equivalents, abbreviations, and prefixes ,gen. Metric (S1) units, inch-pound
unils, and multipliers to convert from inch-pound to metric units are presented in Table 1. For a
more complete Iisling and discussion, see FED-STD-376 and ASTM E 380.

Military Standard Code for Information Interchange (MSCII) uci. The American
Standard Code for Information Interchange (ANSI X3.4) used by the Department of Defense.

Mission acq. See “Task analysis.”

Mode gen. Present condition (status) of the product, e.g., off, standby, on

Modified Rhyme Test (MRT) srrv. See “Speech intelligibility.”
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TABLE I. Metric ea uivalents, abbreviations, and rxefixes

EQUIVALENTS

TO CONVERT FROM TO MULTIPLY BY

degree (angle) (see) radkm(rad) 0.017 453 29

fcwt (H) meter (m) ‘0.304 8

footz(ffp) met e&’(m2) ‘0.092 903 04

frets (ft3) meter3 (m3) 0.028 316 85

fwtcandle (fc) Iux (lx) 10.763 91

feotlamberl (fL) candela per sqwwemeter(cdh#) 3.426 259

inch (in. or”) millimeter ‘25.4

inc~ (in2) millimete~ (rn2) “645.16

inch3 (in3) mete# (m3) 0.0001638706

minute (angle) (rein) radian (rad) 0.0002908882

ounce-force (ozf) newton (N) 0.278 0139

ounce-inch (ozf-in.) newlon meter (Nom) 0.007 0615 52

pound (lb) avoirdupois kilogram “0.453 592 37

pound force (lbf) newton (N) 4.448 222

pound-inch (Ibf-in.) newton meter (N.m) 0.112 984 8

pound force/inch2 (lbf/in2) kilcpaswds(KPa) 6.894757
(formerly psi)

second (angle) (see) radan (rad) 0.00004848137

‘Indicates exact conversion

PREFIXES TEMPERATURE CONVERSION

Nano n ,0-9 Centi c ,0-2 ‘C = 5/9 (°F - 32)
Micro p ,0-6 Kilo k 103 ‘F = 9/5 ‘C + 32
MM m ,0-3 Mega M 106
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Mouse uci. Afinger- orhand-hcld compulcr input device thatgcneraEs thecoordina@s ofa
position indicator (e.g., converted to analogous movements of a cursor across a screen) and is
operated by being moved on a flat surfwc.

Multifunction display (MFD)dsi. Agcrrcral-purpose display which may beused in many
places irrthecockpit. Inaddition tothcm{Jdes listed forthc HSD(horizonbl situation display) and
VSD (vertical situation display), other possible modes arc energy management, engine
management, akcrtit subsyskm infomation, andinkgrated test and maintenance. Specific modes
and formamcan beselcchble f{)ragivcn mode of operation. Itissometimes called aMultipurposc
Display (MPD),

Narrowbandmv. When uscdinc{~nncctiiJn with vihrati()n measurcmen&, refers to that
measurement bandwidth, obtained with thcuscof a4001inc faslfouricr tmnsform, with
increments from zer{)t(~400 Hz,400tf) 2()OOH~,,and2000 to approximately 10,000 HZ.

Natural language uci. Atypc(}fdial(~g inwhich uscrsc(Jmposc c{~ntrolcnkics ina
restricted subset of thcirrramral language, lorcxample, English, Japmrcsc, Arabic, Hindi.

Newline(NL)uci. Acontr(]l character wbichdirccts aprinting (Jrdisplay dcvicct() position
itself at the first printing ordisplayposi[ ion in thcncxt Iinc, That is, itcauscsthc dcvicc to perform
both the carriage rctum (CR) and the line feed (LF) function. It is Wordard to assign to NL the
same code represenmtion asLF inlTA Nr. 5, ASCIt and MSCI1.

Night vision goggles gen. Goggles which amplily visible and near infmrcd energy,
allowing a person to sec in the dark.

Night vision goggle compatibility (NVGC) :<rr. The designing of visual displays so
that they can bc read by fhc unaided eye and while wearing NVGS, without degrading NVG
performance.

Noise wsv. A sound having a complex character with numerous scparalc frequency
COIWpOrU3rILS extending over a wide mngc fit’lrcqucncics and not gcncratcd to convey meaning or
information, (Also scc “Steady stale rr(~isc.”)

Noise criterion (NC) curves .Ynv. Widely acccptcd sets ol octave-fmrrd pressure levels
used as the basis for indoor noise criteria. These criteria specify the maximum ICVCIpermitted in
each OCVJVCband for vwious lypcs of communicatitm rcquircmenLs.

Noise-cancelling (microphone) ,Yrrv.A (caturc that rcduccs the masking effect of ambient
noise upon speech impressed on a microphone, usually by providing cquat access of the ambient
noise to both surfaces of a diaphragm m achicvc approximate cquilibnum, cffcctivcly causing the
rroisc to cancel itself out. Since the udkcr’s own voice nutput impinges on orrc side of the
micmphorrc diaphmgrn, the lalkcr’s signals arc not suhjcct m this carrccllation, and so arc
transmitted more favorably than if bt)lb amhicnt noise and speech fell simultmrcously upon one face
of the diaphragm.

Nominal band-center frequency (fc) .srrv. The nominal band ccntcr frequency may be
either the arithmetic or geometric mean bctwccn the hand-edge frcqumrcies of a band, the arithmetic
mean being fc = (fl + f2)/2 and lhc geometric rncan bcirrg fc = (fl x f2)t/2. The arithmetic mean is
normally used when constant bandwidth filters, such as 50 H~,am spccificd. The geometric mean
is normally used for filters of constant percentage bandwidth, such as one-third octave band filters.
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Nuclear, biological, chemical (NBC) survivability gen. The instantaneous,
cumulative, and residual effects of NBC weaponsuponasystemhtcludhrgkspersonnel.NBC
survivability describes the capability of a system to withstand the NBC environment, including
decontamination, without losing the ability to accomplish its mission. For any system to be
considered survivable in an NBC contaminatedbattlefield,itmusthaveatleastthreeessential
characteristics:badness,decontaminability,andcompatibility:

~. The ability of materiel to withstand the materiel damaging effectsofNBC
contaminationandanydeconfanrirrantsandproceduresrequiredtoremove it.

Decontamhzability. The ability to make personnel and materiel safe by absorbing,
destroying, neutrahzhzg, making harmless, or removing chemicat or biological agents, or by
removing radioactive material clinging to or around thcm.

comnatibility.The abilityofasystemtobeeffectivelyoperated,maintained,and
resuppliedby personswearingthefull NBC protectiveensembleinatlclimatesforwhichthe
systemk designed,andforthe period specified in the ofxxational requirements document.

Nutl uci. A control character that tills a file by adding non-significant zeros (ASCII 00
Hexadecimal).

Numeric uci. A descriptive term used to define a character set containing the digifs @ (Zf5RO)
thmogh 9, and generally a limited number of punctuation marks.

Numeric keypad uci. A nomerickeypadisa keyboardtype entry device dedicated to the
errtry of numeric data.

Octave band snv. An octave band is a band of fmqumrcics in which the mtio of the upper
band-edge frequency (o lhc Iowcr band-edge frcqomrcy is equal to 2:1. The band-center
frequencies are the prefwrcd frequencies as specified in ASA-53. The width of an octave band in
Hz isapproximately71 percentofh.!+mid-bandfrcqoency.

One-third octave band .WV. One-third octave bands wbo.w band-center frequencies are
preferred one-third octave bands speciticd in ANSI S 1.6. Tbe width of a one-third octave band is
approximately23percentofh.sband-centerfrequency.

Operator gerr. A human perfommr; orrc who operates a (specified) ilem; such as a test set
operator, a crarrc operator, a tool opemlor, a valve operator (it is used in human factors in the
converrtional sense as distinguished from the operations-maintenance dichotomy).

Operator uci. Sec “oser.”

Optical character recognition (OCR). The machineidentificationofprintedcharacters
throughoseoflight-sensitivedcviccs.

Optical character recognition (OCR) device uci. A device that transcribes information
direct!y from a hard copy onto acomfrutcrmemory device.

Optimal visual zone gen. Refers to a 30 degree cone symmetrical about a line from the
design eyc position extending outward to the center of the instrument panel, the apex of the cone
being at the design eye.

Organizational maintenance acq. Thatmaintcrranccauthorizedfor the responsibility of
and performed by a usingorganizationon itsassigned equipment. In aeronautical SySkIW

organizationalmahrtcnancenormallyconsistsofprc-flight,post-flight,andperiodicinspectionof
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aircraf~ daily or minor inspection of ofher material, servicing, preventive maintenance, calibration
of systems,and removal and replacement of components. e

Output uci. See “data display.”

Overafl layout drawings acg. System design drawings which include but are not limited
to: (1) the configuration and arrangement of major items of equipment for manned stations, such as
a pilot’s or astronaut’s station, or launch control officer’s station, or shipboard command station;
(2) the configuration and arrangement of items of equipment, such as modular rack or maintenance
ground equipment, which may not be a part of a manned station foroperation,butrequirehuman
accessformaintenance;(3)thearrangementofinteriorlightingforoperatingormaintainingthe
eqtipmen~and(4)labelsidentifyinggeneralpanelcontent,e.g.,flightmissionpanel,countdown
statuspanel,communicationspanel,ormalfunctionstatuspanel.

Page uci. The data appearing at one time on a single display screen. ;

Panel gerr. The front face of an assembly, normally used for mounting controls and displays.

Panel layout drawings acq. Equipment detail drawings which include, but are not
necessarily limited to: (1) a scale layout of the controls and displays on each panel or an item of
equipment, such as an astronaut’s, pilot’s or launch control officer’s console; (2) a description of
atl symbols used; (3) identification of the color coding used for displays and controls; (4) the
labeling used on each control or display; and (5) the identification of control type (e.g., alternate
action or momentary) and a clear differentiation between controls and indicators,

Panning uci. An orientation of display framing in which a user conceives of the display
frame as moving over a fixed array of data. The opposite of scrolling.

a
Part acq. One piece, or two or more pieces joined together which are not normally subject to

disassembly without destruction of designed use, (Examples: outer front wheel bearing of a 3/4
ton frock, computer chip, composition resistor, screw, gear, mica capacitor, audio transformer,
milling cutter.)

Peak A-weighted sound pressure level snv. The A-weightedsound pressurelevel
measuredby apeakreadingsoundlevelmeteroracombinationofinstrumentswhh equivalent
characteristics, such as a sound level meter and an impact meter, or a sound level meter and a
calibrated oscilloscope, where the sound level meter has a peak sound pressure level measuring
circuit with totaf rise time of 200 microseconds or less.

Peak-clipping (of speech signals) snv. A technique for controlling amplitude
relationships in speech by limiting the excursions of instantaneous peak-ampfitudes to improve
intelligiblfhy of speech, usually followed by amplification of the signal to increase the amplitude of
the clipped peaks to their original level, with proportional increase of the weaker speech sounds.

Peak pressure level srw. The highest level, in dB, achieved. (Peak pressure is the highest
level, in Pa, achieved). Conversion between either kPa or psi and dB is shown in Figure 3. The
reference pressure is 20 LPa (peak). (See dBP)

Phonetically Balanced (PB) Monosyllabic Word Intelligibility Test wrv. See
“Speech intelligibility.”

Physicaf-ear attenuation snv. The arithmetic difference (in decibels) between the one-tilrd
octave band pressure levels of the signals measured by the microphone in the subject’s ears with
and without the device being worn. e
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GIVEN: P, peak pressure In kPa or PSI
THEN
PPL, The peak sound pressure level In dB Is given by:

PPL =20 log (P) + 153.98 d8, P lnk Pa

PPL = 20 log (P) + 170,75 dB, P In PSI

FIGURE 3. Scale for conversion between kPa and dB
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Pointer dsi. A transmittablesymbol under the direct control of the operator, used to point to
displayed information, forhighlightingoridentifyingareasofinterest. @

Position designation uci. User selection and entry of a position on a display, or of a
displayed item. (See “Cursor.”)

Predictive information dsi. Information predicting future status, condition, or position of
the aircraft, a system, or a subsystem.

Pre-emphrwis snv. Systematic distortion of the speech spectrum to improve intelligibility of
speech sound by attenuating the low-frequency components of vowels (relatively unimportant for
intclfigibllity) and proportionatAy increasing the amplitude of Klghfrequency vowel components
and consonants (highly important for intelligible speech transmission).

Primary display uci. The display that is most accessible to the user and usually the one
~

most frequently used.

Prime visual signaf area (PVSA) gen. The PVSA is an area of the instrument panel
which is enclosed by a circular arc whose radius is 12 inches and whose center is defined by the
intersection of the top of the instrument panel and tbe crew members’ vertical centerline plane. The
area is the optimum location on the instrument panel for the pilot’s flight instruments and the
master caution and warning lights.

Prompt uci. A cue or reminder provided by the computer that alerts and guides the user to
fake some action.

Qualitative information dsi. Information presented by a display in a manner which permits
the display user to assess the information without requiring attention to an exact numerical a
quantity.

Quantitative information dsi. Information presented by a display in a manner which
permits the display user to observe or extract a numerical value associated with the information.
Quantitative information may he displayed in either digital or analog form.

Query language uci. A type of dialogue in which users compose control entries for
displaying specified data from a data base.

Question and answer uci. A type of dialogue in which the computer displays questions,
one at a time, for a user to answer.

Random incidence corrector snv. A device that reduces the directionality of free field
microphones allowing their use in diffuse or random incident sound fields.

Random incidence field snv. A sound field in which the angle of arrival of sound at a
given point is random in time.

Raster-written CRT Display gen. A method of refreshing the information displayed on a
CRT in which rfreelectron beam scans the entire screen in some predetermined pattern, refreshing
portions of the screen as necessary. Variations of the raster method include.(1) the noninferlace
method, which involve scanning every line in succession and, when finished with the entire
display, returning to the the beginning and repeating the process and (2) the interlace method, in
which every other line is scanned on one pass, the remaining lines are scanned on the next pass,
and the process is repeated. @
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Rated engine speed snv. If not specified (for acoustic testing), 10% less than maximum
governed engine speed with no load.

Record uci. A group of related data fields that are operated on as a single entity in a database.

Reference vibratory acceleration (a.) srrv. The reference quantity is 10 micrometers per
second squared (~m/s2) root mean square (rms). 10 km/s2 = 10-3 cm/s2 (393.7 X 1o-6 irt/s2).
Units of the IntemationaJ System (S1)as specifiedinMlL-ST’D-1621 areprescribedforthe

measurementofvibrationalquantities.The accelerationof10~m/s2isnearlyonemillionthofthe

internationalstandardaccelerationoffreefallgn = 0.80665mLs2= 386.089h/s2.Therefore,for
reporting,thereferencevibratoryaccelerationmay bedescribed as a. = 1Pgn (rms). For
calibration, 1 gn (rms) = 120 dB re a. is used.

Remote tracks dsi. Tracks generated by other than the co-located sensors upon which the air
defense system relies to acquire rargers, e.g., tracks received from interfacing systems.

Restart uci. A capability that returns a user to the fust display ina definedtransaction
sequence.

Reverberationtimesrrv.The lhmcthatwould be required for the mean-squam sound
pressure level, originally in a steady state, to fall 60 dB after the source is stopped.

Scenario/conditions acq. See “Taskanalysk.”

Screen uci. The viewing surface of a cathode ray tube. Also sec “Page.”

Scrolling uci. An orientation for display framing in which the user conceives of data as
moving behind a fixed display frame. The opposite of panning or windowing.

Seat reference point (SRP) gen. The point at which the center line of the seat back surface
(depressed) and seat bottom surface (depressed) intersect. When the seat is positioned at the
midpoint of the adjustment range(s), this intersection point is called the neutral seat reference point
(NSRP). (See MIL-ST’D-1333 for Army and Navy aircraft definition.)

Sequence control uci. Logic and means by which user actions and computer responses are
linked to become coherent transactions

Shift mode uci. (Also shifted mode.) The condition of the keyboard when a SHIFT key
is operated. In this mode, the alphabetic keys are associated with the uppercase letters, other
character keys with the corresponding upper graphic symbol, and ccrtirin function keys with
alternate functional operations.

Sound snv. Sound is: (a) An oscillation in pressure, stress, particle displacement, particle
velocity, etc., in a medium with internal forces (e.g., elastic, viscous) or the superposition of such
propagated oscillations, or (b) An auditory sensation evoked by tbe oscillation described above. In
the case of possible confusion the term “sound wave” or “elastic wave” maybe used for concept
(a), and the term “sound sensation” for concept (b). The medium in which the sound exists is
often indicated by an appropriate adjective, e.g., airborne, waterborne, stmcturebome.

Sound level srrv. Sound level is the quantity in dB measured by a sound level meter
satisfying the requirements of ANSI S 1.4. Sound level is the frequency weighted sound pressure
level obtained with the standardized dyrxdmiccharacteristics “fast” or “slow” and weighting A, B,
or C. The unit of any of the sound levels is tbe dB. The weighting employed shall be indicated,
otherwise the A-weighting is understood.
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Sound pressure VW. Sound pressure is the root mean square (rms) value of the vibratory
pressure.

e

Sound pressure level (SPL) srrv. The pressure level of an acoustic wave, usually
expressed in decibels (dB), cqtrat to 20 times the logarithm to the base 10 of the ratio of the
measured, effective root-mean-square sound pressure to the reference pressure, i.e.,

P
SPL = 20 Loglo Zoppa -— -20 Loglo(P) + 94

where P = the effective (rms) sound pressure in pascals (Pa) or newtons per square meter (N/m2).
(20 ftPa = 20 ~N/m2 = 0.0002 microbw = 0.0002 dynes/cm2.)

Sound spectrum snv. The pattern of distribution of energy or sound pressure in different
bands along a frequency scale.

Source document uci. The user’s application document, which is a source of data
eventually processed by the computer program. Examples include time cards, target lists,
vouchers, supply codes, parts lists, and bills of lading.

Special tools acq. Tools not lisled in the Federal Supply Catalog.

Spectroradiometer gem A radiometer equipped with a device for separating (dispersing) the
incoming light into its component wavelengths, used to measure the spectral power distribution.

Speech intelligibility snv. A measure of the percentage of words, phrases or sentences
correctly understood over a given speech communication system in a given noise situation. It may
be measured by either the Phonetically Balanced (PB) Monosyllabic Word Intelligibility Test or the e
Modified Rhyme Test (MRT). The former consists of a list of t ,000 words in which each word is
spoken and written down by a Iistcncr. The latter consists of a list of 300 words in which a word
is spoken and the Iistcrrcr responds on a prepared multiple format selecting one of six words as the
item heard. Speech intelligibility may atso be predicted by the Articulation Index (AI) in which
calculation is performed on the peak-s~ech-to-root-mearr-sqtrae noise ratio obmined in selected
frequency bands from 200107,000 Hertz, i.e., peak amplitude of speech in relation to the root-
mean-sqtrae amplitude of the background noise.

Speech Interference Level (SIL) snv. A measure of the effectiveness of noise in
masking speech. SIL is the arithmetic mean, in dB m 20~Pa, of sound pressure levels in the four
octave bands with center frequencies of 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz. (Previously, SIL was
computed as the arithmetic mean, in dB, of the sound pressure levels in the three octave bands 600
to 1200, 1200 to 2500, and 2500 to 5800 Hz. Another previously used term is the preferred SIL
(PSIL) which is the arithmetic mean, in dB, of the sound pressure levels in the three octave bands
with center frequencies of 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz. Later, researchers defined the four octave
bands used today (centered at 500, 1000,2000 and 4000 Hz) and coined “PSIL-4,” now referred
to simply as SIL. )

Speech signal processing snv. The modification of the electrical signal representing
speech to enbancc the capability of a speech communications channel. Some examples arc simple
analog processing, automatic gain control (AGC), frequency shaping, peak clipping, and syllabic
compression.

Speech spectrum snv. A segment of the range of audible frequencies containing the sounds
of speech, defined as approximately the rmrgc from 80 to 8000 Hz.

a
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Speech-to-noise ratio (peak speech-to-rms noise) wrv. The ratio between the arithmetic

● mean of peak amplitudes of speech and the root mean square (ems) amplitude of background noise.

Standard tools acq. Standard tools (normally hand tools) used for the assembly,
disassembly, inspection, servicing, repair and maintenance of equipment, and which are
manufactured by two or more recognized tool manufacturing companies and listed in those
companies’ catalogs.

State-of-the-art ucq. The highest level of scientific and technicat knowledge existing at the
time of contract award.

Status information genld.ri. Current condition information about the system and its
surroundings.

Steady-state noise srrv. A periodic or random variation in atmospheric pressure at audible
frequencies. It may be continuous, intermittent or fluctuating, with the sound pressure level
v~ing over a wide range, provided such variations have a duration exceeding 1 second.

String uci. In the user’s context, a word, phrase, or number (string of characters) in the test
or file. Normally employed in the context of causing the computer to search for, find, or replace a
desired “string.”

Stroke-written CRT display gets. A CRT in which the character generator generates a
succession of short strokes in sequence that are combined to form a character or symbol.

Structureborne vibratory acceleration level (La) SW. La, in decibels (dB) is 20 times

o

the logarithm to base 10 of the ratio of the measured structorebome vibratory acceleration to %; dris
is:

La in dB = 20 log)o
measured acceleration in Lm/s2 (rms)

10 pm/s2 (rms)

Subassembly acq. Two or more units which form a portion of an assembly or a unit
replaceable as a whole, but having a part or parts which ace individually replaceable. (Examples:
gun mount stand, window recoil mechanism, floating piston, telephone dial, IF strip, mounting
board with mounted parts, power shovel dipper stick.)

Subtask acq. See “Task analysis.”

Support equipment (SE) acq. All equipment required to perform the support function,
except that which is an integral part of the mission equipment. SE includes tools, test equipment,
automatic test equipment (ATE) (when the ATE is accomplishing a support function),
organizational, intermediate, and related computer programs and software. It does not include any
of the equipment required to perform mission operations functions.

Suppression uci. User control of display coverage by tempomy deletion of specified data
categories.

Suspensefflersci.A temporarycollectionofdatasavedby thecomputerforlateruse.

Symbol uki. A geometfic form or alphanumeric information used to represent the state of a

● parameter on a display.
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Symbol size dsi. Actual symbol size at the display, based on design eye distance from the
display, can be cafcrdated using the following formula:

where:

Example

L = 2D tan (a/2)

L = size of symbol at the display
D = design eye distance from the display
a = symbol subtense (degrees) at D

The breakaway symbol is 100 mrad long. What is the sirt of the symbol at the
display in cm, if the design eye distanceis71 cm (28 inches)?

al

a. 100 mr X ~ .5,73 degr~es

L = 2(71) tan (5.73/2)= 7.11 cm

This formula does not apply for head-up displays. Computer ray traces for HUD optics trains are
required to determine symbol size on HUD CRTs.

System acq. A composite of equipment, skills, and techniques capable of performing or
supporting an operational role, or both. A complete system includes afl equipment, related
facilities, material, software, services, and personnel required for its operation and support to the
degree that it can be a self-sufficient unit in its intended operational environment. (Examples:
STfNGER, AEGIS, F-15.) When GFE is required for system operation, whether or not operation
with GFE occurs in all cases of system operation, that GFE is parl of the system.)

System engineering acq. A basic process for systematically defining the equipment,
personnel, facilities, and pr~edural data required to meet system objectives. The process is a
iterative, requiring updating, and having feedback loops to ensure that each component developed
contributes 10the system in meeting mission objectives. A syslem engineering analysis may
include, but is not necessarily limited to, the following:

a. Preparation of operationally-realistic mission profiles and mission scenarios.

b. Preparation of functional flow block diograms for the system.

c. Functional analysis of each flow block and definition of operational and support equipment
and facilities requirements.

d. Preparation of system and subsystem schematic block diagrams.

e. Study of detailed functions, environment and technical design requirements to allocate
assignment of tasks to personnel, equipment, soflwarc, or some combination thereof.

f. Preparation of operations and maintcmmcc timclinc anafyscs to determine system reaction
time.

g. Prepamtion and analysis of operatiow~land maintenance task data to determine equipment
quantities, personnel loads, and system down-time for scheduled and unscheduled maintenance.

h.

i.

Training implications.

Development of training equipment requirements.
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I

I

●
j. Conduct of failure mode analysis.

k. Preparation of test planning analysis.

Tailoring acq. The process by which individual requirements (paragraphs or sentences) of
the selected specifications, standards, and related documents are evaluated to determine the cxcent
to which they are most available for a specific system and equipment acquisition and the
modification of these requirements m ensure that each achieves anoptimaJbalancebetween
operationalneeds and cost. The tailoring process must, however, conform to provisions of
existing regulations governing human factors engineering program and take care not to exclude
those requirements which are determined as essentiaf for meeting minimum operational needs.

Task acq. See “Taskanalysis.”

Task analysis acq. A systematic method used to develop a time-oriented description of
personnel-equipment/software interactions brooght about by an operator, controller or maintainer
in accomplishing a unit of work with a systcm or item of equipment. It shows the sequential and
simultaneous mancrafand intellectual activities of personnel opemting, maintaining or controlling
equipment, in addition to sequential operation of the equipment. It is a part of system engineering
analysis where system engineering is required. The following taxonomy is used to inventory or
analyze tasks, with mission and scenario conditions stated by the procuring activity and the
rem~ining levels dependent on the current phase of system devel~pment ~nd puW”ose(e.g., gross
anafysis of tasks, analysis of critical tasks) for which the analysis is being conducted:

Mission. What the syslcm is supposed to accomplish, e.g., combat reconnaissance.

●
Scenariolco nditions, Categories of factors or consCrainL$under which the system will be

expected to operate and be maintained, e.g., day/night, all weather, all terrain operation.

Function. A broad category of activily pwfornled by a systcm, e.g., transportation.

~. The combination of afl human pcrfomwncc required for operation and maintenance of
one personnel position in a systcm, e.g., driver.

~. A set of operationally-related tasks within a given job, e.g., driving, weapon
servicing, communicating, target detection, self protection, operator maintenance.

I&k. A comPoshe of related activities (perceptions, decisions, and responses) performed
for an immediate purpose, wrhwn in opcratorhnaintaincr language, e.g., change a tire.

w. Activities (per’ccptions,decisions turdresponses) which fulfill a portion of the
immediate purpose wlthm the vask,e.g., remove lug nuts.

Task element. The smallest logically and rcmonably delinable unit of behavior required in
completing a task or subtask, e.g., apply counterclockwise torque to the lug nuts with a lug
wrench. ”

Task definition acq. The process of preparing a task inventory.

Task element acq. See “Task analysis. ”

Task inventory acq. A comprchcnsivc listing (prepared in accordance with MIL-STD- 1388-

● 1 and documented in accordance with MIL-STD- 1388.2) of all tisks performed upon system
hardware by operations, mainkmancc, and support personnel.
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Task performance analysis acq. A processperformedon tasks,subtasks,and task
elements selected from a task inventory by the procuring activity. The component steps of a task

@

performance analysis are selected by the procuring activity (based on the nature of the acquisition,
the complexity of the human performance requirements, and the stage of design maturity).

Temporal sequence uci. The order in which information (forexample,words, or data)
corresponding to a sequence of events is phrased or arranged to maintain a meaningful
relationship.

Terminat uci. An input/output device used to enter and display data. Data are usually entered
via a keyboard, and are usually displayed via a video screen (“soft copy”) or a printer (“hard
copy”).

Text entry uci. Initial entry and subsequent editing of textual material, including messages.

Throughput uci. The total amount of productive work performed by a data processing
system during a given period of time. .

Time.weighted average level (Lavg) snv. The time-weighted sound level dBA that is
derived from the actual varying sound level of the source during a given sample time (T), Implicit
in this derivation is an exchange between sound level and time of OdB per doubling of time. The
criterion level is 85 dBA for a duration of 8 hours.

{J }
T

L
‘avg= logt02.logt~ + 2L(0/Qdt

where: T = total time in hours
t = varying time

L(t) = the time varying A-weighted sound pressure level
Q = exchange rate, usually 3,4,5, or 6 dB,

The La,g value can be calculated from the following alternate exPression when the sound level
rakes on a sequence of N constant levels, L,, each lasting for a time period of Ci hours:

f-avg = 85 + &
D*8

()
● logt~ ~

N

z C$where: D=
1

i=l

T,= Limiting exposure time at each A-weighted sound pressure level=&

L,= i~ A-weighted sound pressure level

The exchange rate must be specified when referring to Lavg

Touch panel uci. A control device that allows the user to communicate with the computer by
touching the screen. Especially useful for menu driven systems. e
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Trackbafl uci. A trackball is a control device with which the user can control cursor
movement in any direction by rotating the ball. Trackballs are especially useful when it is desirable
to move the cursor long distances quickly.

Transaction uci. An action by a user followed by a response from the computer. The term is
used here to represent the smallest functional “molecule” of user-computer interaction.

Transient sounds snv. Sounds that occur during turn-on and turn-off of the equipment and
infrequent sounds that are less than 15 seconds in duration. If sounds occur at intervals of l/2
second or less, the sound is considered steady-state sound.

Transillumination gor. Light passed through rather than reflected off, an element to be
viewed, e.g., illumination used on console panels or indicators utilizing edge and/or back lighting
techniques on clear, transhrccnt, fluoresccm, or sandwich type materials.

Transmission control uci. Controlling the sequence, content, format, routine, timing, or
other data transmission characteristics.

Trouble shooting gm. Actions performed to isolate and identify the specific component
which caused a malfunction of a system or complex component when the determination could not
bc made by the operator or mechanic who initially found the discrepancy.

Unit ucg. An assembly or any combination of pans, subassemblies and assemblies mounted
together normally capable of indepcndmrt operation in a variety of situations., (Examples:
hydmulic jack, electric motor, electronic power supply, internal combustion engine, electric
generator, radio receiver.) This lerm rcptact!s the term “component.” Note: The size of an item is
a consideration in some cmes. An electric motor for a clock may be considered as a part inasmuch
as it is not normalty subject to disassembly.

Unshifted mode uci. The condition of the keyboard when the SHIFT keys are not operated
In this mode the alphabetic keys are associated with the lowercase Ictters, the numeric keys with
the numcmls, other keys with their corresponding lower graphic symbols, and function keys wiffr
their normal functional operations,

Uppercase letters uci. The “Capital” Ictters.

User uci. Any person who uses wr information system in performing a job.

User-computer interface (UC1) uc.i. The modes by which the human user and the
computer communicate infomlation and by which control is commanded, including areas such m:
information presentation, displays, displayed information, formaL$and ddta elements; command
modes and languages; input devices and fcchniqucs; dialog, interaction and transaction modes;
timing and pacing of operations; fecdfrack, error diagnosis, prompting, queuing and job
performance aiding; and decision aiding.

User guidance uci. Computer prompts and feedback that aid users in performing their tasks.
Examples inchrdc data field lalxls, alarm or alert signals, error messages, and HELP messages.

I User records uci. Automatic recording of user pcrformancc, for example, data access
I records, error records, HELP access record.
I

User-system interface uci. All aspects ofinformationsystemdesignthateffecta user’s

:0
participation in information-handling transactions.
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Vafrre uci. Specifieddataforaparticulardimension,field, or variable. For example, values
for an aircraft’s speed might be 800 knots during one observation and 500 knots during another.
Also see “category.”

Variable uci. See “Dimension,” “Data field.”

Vertical situation display (VSD) dsi, The VSD has all of the features of an EADI, with
the increased capability of displaying sensor data. Additional modes may consist of TV, infrared
(IR), attack radar, weapon TV, or terrain-following radar. Specific symbols and formats can be
selectable for a given mode of operation. When any mode, other than one of the primary EADI
modes is selected, the VSD may present basic symbolic information for flight control
superimposed on the sensor data. VSD formats generatfy do not use sky/ground shadhrg.

Vibration level srrv. The logarithm of the mtio of a vibratory qoantity to a reference quantity
of the same kind, with the base of the logarithm, the reference quantity, and the kind of level
indicated.

Warning signal gen. A signal which alerts the operator to a dangerous condition requiring
immediate action. (See “Master caution [warning] signaf”).

Weapon system gen. A composite of equipment, skills, and techniques that forms an
instrument of combat. The complete weapon system inchrdcs all related cquipmmrt, material,
services, and personnel required solely for operation, or other major elements of the system, so
that the instrument of combat becomes a self-sufficient onit of striking power in its intended
operational environment.

Wet bulb globe temperature (WBGT) gen. A meteorological measurement which can be
used as an index to designate conditions of temperature and humidity at which on-set of heat stress
can be expected at a particular energy expenditure level, It is calculated as follows:

where TWBnp =

Tg .

TA =

Windowing uci.

WBGT = 0.7TWBnp + 0.2Tg + O.lTA

non-psychromctric (rip) wet-bulb (WB) temperature

temperature at interior center of a 15.2 cm (6 in) black globe)

non-psychromet.ric, but shaded, dry bulb (air) temperature.

An orient~tion for distiav framing in which the user conceives of the
display flame a; a window moving over a fixe~ array o~dafa. The opposite of scrolling.

Work station uci. The general physical environment in which the user works. It inclodes
such things as computer terminals, source documents, desks, chairs, and lighting. Also used to
refer to a computer terminal capable of sophisticated stand-alone operation, such “ascomputer-
aided-design, computer-aided-engineering, and desktop publishing.
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I

o 4. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

This sectkmk notapplicable to this standard.
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5. DETAILED REQUIREMENTS

This section is not applicable to (his standard.
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6. NOTES

(Thissection containsinformationofa general or explanatory nature that maybe helpful, but
is not mandatory. )

6.1 Jnte ded USE., This standwd is intended for use in conjunction with current human
factors and re~ted specifications, standards, and handbooks to define terms, frequently used in
those documents, and thereby provide consistency, eliminate overlap and duplication, and
minimize repetition. For these same reasons, this standard is also intended for reference during the
preparation of new human factors and related specifications, standards, and handbooks.
Telecommunication terms in this standard are consistent with those in FED-STD-1037B, Use of
telecommunication terms in new human factors standardization documents that do not appear
herein should use or harmonize with applicable definitions in the current revision of FED-STD-
1037.

6.2 Issue of DODIM. When this standard is used in acquisition, the applicable issue of the
DODISS must be cited in the solicitation (see 2.1.1 and 2.2).

6.3 subject term (kcv word) listirw.

Abbreviations
Acoustics
Acquisition/programmatic
Acronyms
Display symbology
Human factors engineering
Terminology
User/Computer interface
Vibration
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